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ADVANCE RESTFUCTED REPORT

STATIC-TEEUST TESTS OF SIX ROTOti-BLADE

HELICOPTER IN THE LANGLEY

By Richard C. Dingeldein and

SUMMARY

DESIGNS ON A

FTJLpSCALE TUNNEL

Raymond F. Sohaefer

Measurements of the static-thrust performance of
six sets of rotor blades mounted on a helicopter fuse-
la&e have been made in the Langley full-scale tunnel.
The rotor blades differ In surface condition, pitch
distribution, alrfoll section, plan form, and solidity.
These differences are larEely unsystematic. The varia-
tion of rotor thrust coefficient with torque coeffi-
cient and the power require~ to hover are compared for
each set of bl%les. I?ecauseof the indeterminate con-
dit5.onof ground restralr,t caused tiythe wind-tunnal
balmce house and test-chamber walls, the absolute
magnitude of the dal;p.Is questionable but tha compara-
tive ~sults are balieved to be rells:ole.

A rotor of conventional construction having a doped
fabric surface and relatively wide rib spacing required
the most power t.ohover. T-hebest hovering performance
was @ven b~ two sets of plywood-covered blades of rela-
tively low solidity, whick required only slightly less
power than a smoother and wore rlg~dly constructed version
of the conventional blades. The results indioate that
the rotor-blade surfaca condition has a very Important
effect upon performance and that the optimum performance
of any rotor design will be obtained only if the ‘oledes
have a smooth and accurately oontoured surface that will
not deform during flight. The results further indicate
that si~nlficant reductions in power oan be obtained Por
this alroraft by the use of lower rotor speeds.

INTRODUCTION

Tests to determine the performance characteristics
of a helicopter over a range of airspeeds were conducted
In the Langley full-scale tunnel. This report presents
measurements of the static-thzmst performance of SIX sets
of rotor blades supplied by tha Air Technical Service
Cmmand, Wright Field. These sets of blades differ in
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2 NACA ARR Noa L5F25b

surface condition, pitch distribution, airfoil section,
pl~ form, and solidity. The differences are largely
unsystematic. The results of these tests are presented
and the performance of the rotor blades in typical
hovering conditions is compared. In cdditton, measure-
ments of the rotor-blade surface rowghness are included
and the effect of surface condition on peri’orrnmce is
discussed.

SYXBOLS

CT

CQ

T

Q

o

P

P
AL

CJ

b

Ce

thrust coefficient of matn rotor

(,(n;+?)

torque coefficient of m-n rotor

(-)

rotor thrust,

rotor torque,

pounds

i’oot-pounds

an.qular velocity of rotor, radians per second

mass density or air, slugs per cubic foot

rotor-blade radius , feet

rotor solfdity
(b~ \

(2)

number of rotor blades

equiva19nt chord

r

c

dlstcnce from center of rotation to blade element

rotor-blade chord at radius r
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The helicopter was mounted at the three landing-
gear supports on a six-component strati-gage balance.
A photograph of the test setup Is shown as ftgure 1. The
oenter-of-gravity location for the tests was chosen as
the point on the center line of the rotor shaft
56.52 inches below the plene of the flapping hinges.
This location was based on information supplied by the
manufacturer and falls wlthtn the center-of-gravity
range that correspondsti normal gross weight.

A strain-gage-type torque mater mounted on the
main rotor shaft nsasured th6 torque Input to the rotor.
The total-n~.tch a~le was measured by an ln~icator
attsched to tlm control links.geand was calibrated against .
a puotr~ctor mounted on a rotor blade at the 1~1.25-foot
patllus. The indicators for the bl~de nitch angle,
strain-~~~~.e‘!nlsnce, and torque meter, to~ether with.the
r~m~te-corltrol syster. that o?ersted the engiue and flight
cmtrols of tbs %licooter, were ?!oc=tadin a test house
at the rear of tha balance house. ~See fig. 1.)

~b~ervations of the sunfsce roughnes~ of the six
sets of rotor bl~des were m~flewitk a @-power mlcrGsoape.
A prism attachment permitt~d measurement of the hsight
of the roughness parttcles.

ROTOl?3LADES

The geometric characteristlco of each of the rotor
blHdes are presented in table I snd figure 2, and photo-
graphs of the blades are shown as figuze 3.

Description of Rotor Elades

W blades of rotor A, which are the production
blades of the helicopter te9ted, have a radius of
19 feet measured from the center of rot&tion. The blades
are ta ered in plum-form, have a total area (three blades)
of 65. t square feet, are untwisted, a- have an ?4ACA 0012
a~Lrf~il ~e~ti~n. Sach Made consists of a tabular
steel spar to Which 36 wnoden ribs are attached. The
rib spacing 3s approximately 6 inches at the blade root
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and decreasss to @ inches at the tip.
2

portion, which comprises approximately

NACA A3R NO. L5F25b

The forward

35 percent of the
chord, is contoured by sprucs fatring strips. A wire
cable forms the trailing edge and the entire rotor blade
is fabric-covered.

The forwerd portion of the blades of rotor B has
been accurately bu~lt up to cor!to:u for 35 percent oftha
chord from the ~’?-parcent radiuc out-aoard to the tip. This
surface is very smooth and the entir9 rotor blade was
polished with wax prior to each test. The blades have
the same rib spacins as the blades of rotor A fror:the
roct to the eleventh rih (~.-pereent radius) but have
intermed~ate ribs inserted from this station to tim tip,
which make a total of 61 ribs for these Elaflesas compared
with 36 ribs for tk.eblades of roto~ A. Kith the excep-
tions of the smooth leading edge and the rib spacfl.ng,the
bl~.tiesof rotor B are identical to those of r-otar A.

The Msdes of mhr C l;~ve c linear washout of
0.L2° per foot and tha sams rit”spaci~- as that used In
rotor ?3. The blade dlwensions, a~rfoil section, surface
finish, forward-pnltion contour, end method of construc-
tion are the sa~ as for rotor A.

The bl~des of rotor D have a redlus of 15 feet,
which Is 1 f’oot less than the radius of the other blades
te~t,ed, The plail form Is rectangular and the three blades
have a total area of 52.6 square feet. These blades have
- linear washout of 0.66° per foot ad an NACA 9022 air-
;oil section. Each blade has 58 ribs with a ~-inch
spacing at the blade roct, which gradually decreases to
2 inches at the tip. ‘Theforward portion is contoured
s3milEuIly to the blades of rotor E. The type of con-
struction is the same as that of rctors A, B, and C.

The blndes Of rotor E have a radius of 19 feet, a
tapered plan form, and a total mwa. of J.L6.3 square feet.
The airf’oilsection is an N.4CA23015 section with the
rearward 10 percent of the mean line reflexed 0,9°. The
blades are covered with plywood and have a 7-percent-
chord brass leading-edge abrasion strip that exter.ds
along the outboard l~~kpercent of the sparr. There is a
balancing tab losated near the >lade tip. (Se9 fig. 2.)

The blad,es of rotor F have a linear washout of
0.45° per foct but are otherwiss the same as the blades
of rotor E.

. .
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m- . . . .@to r-?lme Surface Roughness....-. .-.,...- .--.,w. .!..,...
After th static-thrust teats had been completed,

the surfaoe roughness of each rotor was determined. The .
amplitude and frequency of the zmtor-blade surface waves
were masured at.the 80-perce

%

radius on the upper and
lower surfaoea approximately 1 inohes from the leading

and the traillng edges of each rotor blade. The surface
roughness of rotors A, B, C, and D Is prtmarily due to
the fabrlo weave. The pigmented-dope finish partly
filled the small depressions and left a wavy surface.
The ampl?.tude of the waves is approximately 0.0011 inch
and the spanwise and chordwise frequency on both the
upper and lower blade surfaces ranges from 79 to 106 waves
per inch. The contoured forwsz”dportion on the blades
of rotors E and D is aerodynamically smooth. It was not
p0s3ib19 tO mOaSUre th9 SUrfaCe”rOU@J0s8 of rOtOrs E
ti F with the microscons used, although these two
rotors have defjnite contour defects. Between the leading-
edge strip and the plywood covering on both rotors E
end F there was a U-shaped furrow approximately 1/64 to
l/32 Inch wide and deep. T%a furrows in the blades of
rotor E were fiilsd tor all the tests, but thos~ in the
blades of rotor ?’were filled for the second series of
measurements only. In spite of the application of filler
to the most pronounced dlscont~nu~ties, the blade contour
dlff’ersnotlcaably irom the tzwe airfoil section because
of flat spots and protl;berances, the elimination of which
would require a complete resurfacing of the blades.

TEST PRWEDWZ

The statio-thrust tests were made at a rotor-shaft
tilt of 0° and with the longitudinal and lateral
feathering controls locked in the neutral position.
Data are presented for engine speeds ranging from
16OO to 2100 rpm (rotor speeds of 1 lt~01~~5 rpm) for
indicated total-pitch angles from ~T The
helicopter was trimmed for zero yawing mome;t about the
center of gravity throughout the tests by adjusting the
pitch angle of the tail rotcr. Static-thrust measure-
ments were first taken for four sets of rotor blades
&rIdthe tests were later repeated for all SIX rotors.
The two rotors for which only one test was made are
rotors C and E.

I I ■ ■ I m—m——.— —.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thrust and Torque Coefficients

The results of the two static-thrust tests are pre-
sented in figure ~}for each set of rotor blades in terms
of We thrust and torque coefficients of the rotor and
the indicated total-pitch angles. The coefficients
shown for rotor D are referred to the same disk area as
those for the other rotors, instead of to the actual
36-foot-diameter disk, In order to compare the blades on
the basis of thrust available for the helicopter tested.
These coefficients, however, wers also calculated for the
36-foot-diamter disk and the faired curve was found to
be almost coincident with the curve of figure .!+(d)for
thrust coefficients bstv/een.O.0030 and the maximum
covsred in the tests.

The data are cons~stent for rotors C, D, E, and F,
but there is considerable scatter in the results for
rotors A and B. Tb.ls scatter probably results from
zero drifting in the lift strain-&qj9-indicator readings,
whic”hoccurred throughout the tests but was most pro-
nounced durir~ tests of these two rotors. The thrust
data have been sorrected for zero drifting by assuming
that the drifting varied linearly with time.

The second ceries of data obtained for rotor A
and rotor B (figs. h(a) and ~(b)) shows a variation with
rotor speed. Inasmuch as this variation is not apparent
for the first series of data obtained for these blades
and does not occur for any of’the other rotors in either
series of tests, only one curve is faired through the
test points.

A comparison of the static-thrust performance of
all the rotor blades based on the conventional produc-
tion rotor radius of 19 feet is shown in figure ~. It
is emphasized that the absolute magnitude of the data
presented is questionable because of the unusual ground
effect of the balsnce-house roof (see f~g. 1) and possible
restraint of the test-chamber walls on the air-flow
pattern, but the comparative results are believed to be
reliable.
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Power Fequizwd for Hovering

The main-rotor shaft power required for the heli-
copter to hover at sea level with each set of rotor
blades has been estimeted from figure 5 and 1s given in
table II. The calculations am presented for rotor-
tkuwst coefficients of 0.00387 snd 0.00h6~, which corre-
spond to ~ gross weight of 2500 pounds, a rotor-shaft
tilt of o , and engim speeds of 2300 and 2100 rpm (rotor
speeds Of 246 and 225 rpm), respectively. The percentage
less horsepower required for each set of blades, referred
to rotor A, is also Included.

The results indicate that rotor A requires approxi-
w~tely 1.!+8and L@ horsepower for hovering at engine
speeds of 2300 and 2100 rpm, respectively. The curves
of figure 5 also predict that rotor C will per,mlt the
helicopter to hover with an average of 7 percent less
power than rotor A and.that more then 3 percent additional
power would be saved If rotor B were Installed. Rotor D
would require en average of J percent legs power than
rotor A. Rotors E and F would need approximately 12 and
13 percent 19ss power, respectively, to hover than
rotor A.

The tkrust in excess of 2500 pounds that the five
experixmntd rotors would produce at en@ne speeds of
2300 and 2100 rpm for the same power Input that the pro-
duction blades (rater A) require to hover (approxi-
mately l~@ and 140 horsepower, respectively) is also
included in table TI. The greatest single gain is
shown at 2300 rpm by the bladee of rotor F; for a power
input of approximately 148 horsepower, these blades
produce almost 300 pounds more thrust than the blades
of rotor A.

The ~dvantage of operating rotors at lower rota-
tional speeds and thus effecting a reduction in profile
drag is clearly shown by the data in table II. Almost
8 horsepower would be saved in hovering with rotor A by
operating at an engine speed of 2100 rpm instead of
2300 rpm (rotor spee&of 225 and 246 rpm, respectively).
The power required for hovering with each rotor continues
to decreme with increasing thrust coefficient f~r values
of CT as high as 0.00582 (an engine speed of ld75 rpm
or a rotor speed of’201 rpm).At this thrust coefficient,
which is the highest afforded by the data, rotors A
and F require a proxiu=ately 136 and 119 horsepower,
respectively. 7See fig. 5.)
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Tbe relatlve p9rfomanae of rotors d and F IndZoates
linear washout results In increased effloieno~ at

the higher thrust coefficients. The magnitude of this
effect cannot be accurately es~imated from these data,
however, because of the limits of experimental accuracy
and the surface differences between these rotor blades.

Effect of Rot.or-akde Surface on Performance

The results of figure 5 iildicate that for the blades
tested and the conditions covered the surface roughness,
tka accuracy of the rotor-blade contour, and the rigldlty “
of the rotor-blade surface are the most important factors
affectlns static-thrust per-fozmanct3. For a gtven thrust,
rater A required more power througil~ut, the range of total-
pitch angle than any of the other rotors tested. The
other rotors, however, had either a smoother surface or
a more accurately and permanently contoured swface, or
both. The improvements in the performance of fabric-
covered blades thet result from hav.lng close rib spacing
and a sm~oth and accurately cmtcurati forwe.rdpcrtion
are clearl>” indicated by the gerforziar.seof rotor B.
The performance cf rotcr D is not su good as would be
expected for a rctoy havi~~ blafi.esM.th an accurately
contoured f’orward partion snd very close rib spacing.
An ?.nspecilon of t%se blsdas, however, showed that the
fabric 1s loosely attscbed to sevsral ribs and on one
blade It is not fsstened at all to two ribs near the
blade tip. The fabric b’]lgethat resulted.during opera-
tion is apparent in high-speed photographs of ?M rotor
blade and is therefore Wlievad to be responsible for a
not+.ceable decrease in perfornmnce. Pecause of dif-
ferences in solidity, blade thickness, camber, and type
of surface imperfection, a co~arison of the blades of
rotors E and F with the other ~ladas on the basis of
surfcce condltton cmnat be made. R~tcrs E and F would
be expected to h,ave e better performance at any given
thrust coefficient as a result of their lower solldity.

The followlng conclusions were drawn fr9m stetic-
thrust tests af SIX sets of rotor blades mounted on a
helicopter fuselage in the Lsn~ley full-scale tunnel:
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1. The”condition of tti”rotor-blade surface haa a
large effect upon the rotor ”perfamance. The optimum
performance of any roton design till be obtained only if
the blades have a smooth and accuiiately contoured surface
that will not deform dur!.ngflight.

2. The production rotor, rotor A, requires more
power to produce a given thrust throughout the range of
total-pitch angle than any of the other blades tested.
It is estimated that L!@ and 40 horsepower are needed

‘for these blades to hover at tkd?ustcoefficients of
0.00387 and c).00L64, respectively, which correspond to
a gross weight of 2500 pounds and engine speeds of 2300
and 2100 rpm. The.average saving in puwer required to
hover at these thrust coefficients by rotors B, C, D, E,
aiidF is approximately 10, 7, ~, 12, and 13 percent,
respectf vely. For the scme power tnput that rotor A
requires to hover at an engine speed of Z~OO r~m, rotor F
will praduce nearly 300 pounds more thrust.

3. ‘l’heroduct~on i.npower requi red to hover W-at
may be obtained by opernt.ing at lower rotor speeds is
clearly shmn for the blsdes testofl. Savjrltsof as much
as 8 horsepower are obtsired Fy ho-’erlng at ?n engine
soeed of 210~ rnm as conparad to 2 00 rpm (th~st ccef -
flc:lentsof majr.rotor ~T, 0.00~6? md 0.00~5~, respec-
tively). The data j.nd~cnte wlditionel savings with
further reduct~.cmir e:lgjnes-eed to values at least as
low es 1875 rnm (Sm = Q.c05~2), l~hichis the lowest
en@ne speed afforded oy the Ceta when a gross wei@t of
25oo pounds is assumed.

!+.Linear washcut appears to result in increased
efficiency at the higher thrust coefficients, as indi-
cated by tke relatfl.venerfomance of rotors E and F.
The magnitude of this effect ce.nnotbe accurately
estimated from these data, however, because of the
limits of experimental accuracy and the surface differ-
ences between these rotors.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laooretory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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TABLE I.- GEOL’ETRICCHARACTERISTICS OF’ROTOR BLADES

Rotor-

Rotor bla’de Airfail
radius sectlan
(f%)

A I 19 lNAcAoo12
B I 19 i FACA f)012

c I 19 lNAcAoo12

D I 18 I NACA 0312

~ 1?
Wodlfled

NACA 23015

Linear
F!sshout
(de~ft )

o

0

o.~2

.65

0

.45

20

20

20

14.4

12.5

12.5

‘Iip
chord.

(iii. )

@~&

9m

9●88

4.40

6.75

5.75

A.roaof
three

blades
(Sq ft)

65J+

65.4

65.4

52.6

46.3

!+6,3

4Rotoraoliility,
a

0.060

.060

.060

.061

● d12

. 0)+2

l~ATIOIJ#+LADVTS()~
COYMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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g
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TABLE II.- ESTTMTE OF KAIN-KITC!3SEAFT FOWX 9E&UIRED FOR ‘HELICOPTER “

..-. —- —-—— —-- ———— .——-- -.-— -— ——————

+~~-w.r--------~”ne‘pfi~-,m.-
CT = 0. W)337 CT = 0.00464 i

Percent less
Excess Exoess

?Otor Horsepower thrust horsepower Percent less thrust
required power for requtred power

required
fort

to hover
than for

1~7.7 h? to hover required l@. Ohp
(1) than for

rotor A
(1)’

rotor A

A ti7*7 ------------ 0 l!@ ● o -------- ---- 0

B 131.1 11.2 233 126.3 9.4 M2

c 137.4 7.3 155 130 ● 3 6.6 128”

D 3.40.e 1}.7 97 254. e 397 74

E 127.6 13.6 27a L2b● ~ 10.9 215

F 12&.2 15,2 278 123. i+ 11.9 . 258
L

—

lThrust in excess of the assumd gross we~.ghtof 2500 lb which would be
produced by each rotor for the same p~er input that rotor A requires to
hover.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
CO~~~T~E FOR AERONA~ICS



Figure l.- Helicopter with production rotor (rotor A) mounted in Langley
full-scale tunnel.
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(b) Rotor D .
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Figure 2. - Rotor blades tested in static -thrust.
( Alldt~ensio~sgwen in inches,)
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NACA ARR No. L5F25b Fig. 3a-f

[a) Rotor A.

(b) Rotor B.

(c) Rotor C.

(d) Rotor D“.

e) Rotor E.

(f) Rotor.F.

Figure 3.- Lower-surface views of a blade
from each rotor tested on helicopter
for static-thrust performance.
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Fig. 4b NACA ARR No. L5F25b



NACA ARR No. L5F25b Fig. 4C



Fig. 4d NACA ARR No. L5F25b
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Fig. 4f NACA ARR No. L5F25b
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